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Abstract

The computer industry is currently examining the use of strong synchronization operations such as double compare-and-swap (DCAS) as a means of supporting non-blocking synchronization on tomorrow’s multiprocessor machines. However, before such a strong primitive will be incorporated into hardware design, its utility needs to be proven by developing a body of effective non-blocking data structures using DCAS.

As part of this effort, we present two new linearizable non-blocking implementations of concurrent deques using the DCAS operation. The first uses an array representation, and improves on former algorithms by allowing uninterrupted concurrent access to both ends of the deque while correctly handling the difficult boundary cases when the deque is empty or full. The second uses a linked-list representation, and is the first non-blocking unbounded-memory deque implementation. It too allows uninterrupted concurrent access to both ends of the deque.

1 Introduction

In academic circles and in industry, it is becoming evident that non-blocking algorithms can deliver significant performance [3, 23, 20] and resiliency benefits [11] to parallel systems. Unfortunately, there is a growing realization that existing synchronization operations on single memory locations, such as compare-and-swap (CAS), are not expressive enough to support design of efficient non-blocking algorithms [11, 12, 16], and software emulations of stronger primitives from weaker ones are still too complex to be considered practical [1, 4, 7, 8, 24]. In response, industry is currently examining the idea of supporting stronger synchronization operations in hardware. A leading candidate among such operations is double compare-and-swap (DCAS), a CAS performed atomically on two memory locations. However, before such a primitive can be incorporated into processor design, it is necessary to understand how much of an improvement it actually offers. One step in doing so is developing a body of efficient data structures based on the DCAS operation.

This paper presents two novel designs of non-blocking linearizable concurrent double-ended queues (deques) using the double compare-and-swap operation. Deques, originally described in [18], and currently used in load balancing algorithms [3], are classic structures to examine, in that they involve all the intricacies of LIFO-stacks and FIFO-queues, with the added complexity of handling operations originating at both ends of the deque. By being linearizable [17] and non-blocking [14], our concurrent deque implementations are guaranteed to behave as if operations on them were executed in a mutually exclusive manner, without actually using any form of mutual exclusion.

1.1 Related Work

Massalin and Pu [19] were the first to present a collection of DCAS-based concurrent algorithms. They built a lock-free operating system kernel based on the DCAS operation (CAS2) offered by the Motorola 68040 processor, implementing structures such as stacks, FIFO-queues, and linked lists.

Greenwald, a strong advocate for using DCAS, built a collection of DCAS-based concurrent data structures improving on those of Massalin and Pu. He proposed various implementations of the DCAS operation in software and hardware, and presented two array-based concurrent deque algorithms using DCAS [11]. Unfortunately, his algorithms used DCAS in a restrictive way. The first (pages 196-197 of [11]) used the two-word DCAS as if it were a three-word operation, keeping the two deque end pointers in the same memory word, and DCAS-ing on it and a second word containing a value. Apart from the fact that this limits applicability by cutting the index range to half a memory word, it also prevents concurrent access to the two deque ends. The second algorithm (pages 219-220 of [11]) assumed an unbounded size array, and did not correctly detect when the deque is full in all cases.

Arora et al. [3] present an elegant CAS-based deque with applications in job-stealing algorithms. Their non-blocking implementation works with only a CAS operation since it restricts one side of the deque to be accessed by only a single processor, and the other side to allow only pop operations.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no linked-list-based deque implementation using DCAS in the literature. List-based implementations have the obvious advantage of avoiding fixed, static resource allocations.
1.2 The new algorithms

This paper presents two novel deque implementations that are non-blocking and linearizable, and do not suffer from the above-mentioned drawbacks of former DCAS-based algorithms. The new array-based algorithm we present in Section 3 allows uninterrupted concurrent access to both ends of the deque, while returning appropriate exceptions in the tricky boundary cases when the deque is empty or full. The key to our algorithm is the rather interesting realization that a processor can detect these boundary cases, that is, determine whether the array is empty or full, without needing to check the relative locations of the two end pointers in one atomic operation.

In Section 4 we present a linked-list-based algorithm, which uses full-word pointers and does not restrict concurrency in accessing the deque’s two ends. To the best of our knowledge this is the first linked-list based implementation of a deque using a DCAS operation. The algorithm is based on a new technique for splitting the pop operation into two steps, marking that a node about to be deleted, and then deleting it. Once marked, the node is considered “deleted,” and the actual deletion from the list can then be performed by the next push or next pop operation on that side of the deque. The key to making this algorithm work is the use of DCAS to correctly synchronize delete operations when processors detect that there are only marked nodes in the list, and attempt to delete one or more of these nodes concurrently from both ends. The cost of the splitting technique is an extra DCAS operation per pop. The benefit is that it allows non-blocking completion without needing to “lock” both of the deque’s end pointers with a DCAS. The splitting also requires allocating a bit in the pointer word to indicate if it is pointing to a marked node that needs to be deleted. However, this extra bit can be easily avoided, as we explain later, by adding two dummy “delete-bit” records to the structure.

In summary, we believe that through the design of linearizable lock-free implementations of classical data structures such as deques, we will be able to understand better the power of the DCAS abstraction, and whether one should continue the effort to provide support for implementing it [1, 4, 7, 8, 11, 12, 24] on concurrent hardware and software processing platforms. The next section presents our computation model and a formal specification of the deque data structure.

2 Modeling DCAS and Deques

Our paper deals with implementing a deque on a shared memory multiprocessor machine, using the DCAS operation. This section describes the computation model we will use in our proofs and specifies the concurrent semantics of the deque data structure we will implement.

Our computation model follows [5, 6, 17]. A concurrent system consists of a collection of n processors. Processors communicate through shared data structures called objects. Each object has a set of primitive operations that provide the only means of manipulating that object. Each processor P is a sequential thread of control [17] which applies a sequence of operations to objects by issuing an invocation and receiving the associated response. A history is a sequence of invocations and responses of some system execution. Each history induces a “real-time” order of operations where an operation A precedes another operation B if A’s response occurs before B’s invocation. Two operations are concurrent if they are unrelated by the real-time order. A sequential history is a history in which each invocation is followed immediately by its corresponding response. The sequential specification of an object is the set of legal sequential histories associated with it. The basic correctness requirement for a concurrent implementation is linearizability [17]: every concurrent history is “equivalent” to some legal sequential history which is consistent with the real-time order induced by the concurrent history. In a linearizable implementation, operations appear to take effect atomically at some point between their invocation and response. In our model, every shared memory location L of a multiprocessor machine’s memory is a linearizable implementation of an object which provides every processor P, with the following set of sequentially specified machine operations (see [15, 14] for details):

Readi(L) reads location L and returns its value.

Writei(L, v) writes the value v to location L.

DCASi(L1, L2, o1, o2, n1, n2) is a double compare-and-swap operation with the semantics described in the next section.

We assume, based on current trends in computer architecture design [13], that DCAS is a relatively expensive operation, that is, has longer latency than traditional CAS, which in turn has longer latency than both a read or a write. We assume this is true even when operations are executed sequentially. We also assume the availability of a storage allocation/collection mechanism as in Lisp [25] and the Java™ programming language [10]. The details of the allocator are not exposed to the user\(^1\), yet it will be assumed that it includes an operation:

Newi(v) that allocates a new structure v in memory and returns a pointer to it.

The implementations we present will be non-blocking (also called lock-free) [14]. Let us use the term higher-level operations in referring to operations of the data type being implemented, and lower-level operations in referring to the (machine) operations in terms of which it is implemented. A non-blocking implementation is one in which any infinite history containing a higher-level operation that has an invocation but no response must also contain infinitely many responses concurrent with that operation. In other words, if some higher level operation continuously takes steps and does not complete, it must be because some other invoked operations are continuously completing their responses. This definition guarantees that the system as a whole makes progress and that individual processors cannot be blocked, only delayed by other processors continuously taking steps. Using locks would violate the above condition, hence the alternate name: lock-free.

2.1 The DCAS operation

Figure 1 contains the code of the DCAS operation. The sequence of operations is assumed to be executed atomically, either through hardware support [16, 21, 22], through a non-blocking software emulation [7, 24], or via a blocking software emulation [2]. Note that the DCAS operation is overloaded; if the middle two arguments are pointers,

\(^{1}\)Note that the problem of implementing a non-blocking storage allocator is not addressed in this paper but would need to be solved to produce a completely non-blocking deque implementation.
then the original contents of the tested locations are stored into the indicated locations, thus providing a way for the
DCAS operation to return more information than just a success/failure flag. This overloaded definition merely
represents two interfaces from our higher level language to the same single machine instruction, in order to direct the
compiler whether to store or to discard the contents of the result registers after execution of the DCAS instruction.

2.2 The Deque data structure

A deque object \( S \) is a concurrent shared object created by a
make_deque(length_S) operation and allowing each processor \( P_i \), \( 0 \leq i \leq n - 1 \), to perform one of four types of
operations on \( S \): pushRight(\( v \)), pushLeft(\( v \)), popRight(\( ) \), and
popLeft(\( ) \). Each push operation has input \( v \) of type val.
Each pop operation returns an output in the set val.

We require that a concurrent implementation of a deque object be one that is linearizable to a standard sequential
deque of the type described in [18]. We specify this sequential
deque using a state-machine representation that cap-
tures all of its allowable sequential histories. These sequential
histories include all sequences of push and pop operations induced by the state machine representation, but do
not include the actual states of the machine. In the following
description, we abuse notation slightly for the sake of
brevity.

The state of a deque is a sequence \( [9] \) of items \( S = \langle v_0, \ldots, v_k \rangle \) from the range of values, having cardinality
\( 0 \leq |S| \leq \text{length}_S \). The deque is initially in the empty
state (following make_deque(length_S)), that is, has cardini-
ality 0, and is said to have reached a full state if its cardini-
ality is \( \text{length}_S \).

The four possible push and pop operations, executed se-
quentially, induce the following state transitions of the se-
quence \( S = \langle v_0, \ldots, v_k \rangle \), with appropriate returned values:

- pushRight(\( v_{\text{new}} \)) if \( S \) is not full, changes \( S \) to be the
sequence \( S = \langle v_0, \ldots, v_k, v_{\text{new}} \rangle \) and returns “okay”;
if \( S \) is full, it returns “full” and \( S \) is unchanged.

- pushLeft(\( v_{\text{new}} \)) if \( S \) is not full, changes \( S \) to be the
sequence \( S = \langle v_{\text{new}}, v_0, \ldots, v_k \rangle \) and returns “okay”; if
\( S \) is full, it returns “full” and \( S \) is unchanged.

- popRight(\( ) \) if \( S \) is not empty, changes \( S \) to be the
sequence \( S = \langle v_0, \ldots, v_{k-1} \rangle \) and returns \( v_k \); if \( S \) is
empty, it returns “empty” and \( S \) is unchanged.

- popLeft(\( ) \) if \( S \) is not empty, changes \( S \) to be the se-
quence \( S = \langle v_1, \ldots, v_k \rangle \) and returns \( v_0 \); if \( S \) is empty,
it returns “empty” and \( S \) is unchanged.

For example, starting with an empty deque \( S = \langle \rangle \), the
following sequence of operations and corresponding transitions can occur: pushRight(1) changes the state to \( S =
(1) \); pushLeft(2) transitions to \( S = \langle 2, 1 \rangle \); a subsequent
pushRight(3) transitions to \( S = \langle 2, 1, 3 \rangle \). A subsequent
popLeft(\( ) \) transitions to \( S = \langle 3 \rangle \) and returns 2. Another
subsequent popLeft(\( ) \) transitions to \( S = \langle 4 \rangle \) and
returns 1 (which had been pushed from the right).

It is desirable for performance reasons that operations on
opposite ends of the deque interfere with each other as
little as possible; the ideal is that no contention occurs if the
deque contains more than one item.

3 The array-based algorithm

Initially \( L = 0 \), \( R = 1 \); \( S[0..\text{length}_S-1] \) of “null”;

```
0 val popRight {} ;
1 newS = "null" ;
2 while (true) {
3 oldR = R ;
4 newR = (oldR - 1) % \text{length}_S ;
5 oldS = S[newR] ;
6 if (oldS == "null") {
7 if (oldR == R) {
8 if (DCAS(&R, &S[newR],
9 oldR, oldS, newR, oldS))
10 return "empty" ;
11 }
12 else {
13 saveR = oldR ;
14 if (DCAS(&R, &S[newR],
15 oldR, oldS, newR, newS))
16 return oldS ;
17 else if (oldR == saveR) {
18 if (oldS == "null") return "empty" ;
19 }
20 }
21 }
22 }
```

Figure 2: The array-based deque - right-hand-side pop.

The following is a non-blocking implementation of a deque
in an array using DCAS. We describe in detail the code in
Figures 2 and 3 which deal with the right-hand-side push and
pop operations, with the understanding that the left-
hand-side operations in Figures 18 and 19 are symmetric.
As depicted in Figure 4, the deque consists of an array
\( S[0..\text{length}_S-1] \) indexed by two counters, \( R \) and \( L \). We
assume that \( \text{mod} \) is the modulus operation over the integers
\((-1 \text{ mod } 6 = 5, -2 \text{ mod } 6 = 4, \text{ and so on})\). Henceforth, we
assume that all indexes into the array \( S \) are modulo \text{length}_S.
1 val pushRight(val v) {
2   while (true) {
3       oldR = R;
4      $new = (oldR + 1) mod length_S;
5       oldS = S[oldR];
6       if (oldS != "null") {
7           if (oldR == R) {
8               if (DCAS(&R, &S[oldR],
9                   oldR, oldS, oldR, oldS)) {
10                   return "okay";
11               } else {
12                   $save = oldR;
13                   if (DCAS(&S[oldR], $val(oldR),
14                       oldS, $oldR, $new, $v)) {
15                       return "okay";
16                   } else if (oldR == $save) {
17                       return "full";
18                   }
19               }
20           } else if (oldR == saveR) {
21               return "full";
22           }
23       }
24   } else {
25       } // because of the deque may be empty since the location to the left of R always contains a value unless there are no items in the deque.
26   }
27 }
28
29 Figure 3: The array-based deque - right-hand-side push.
30
31 which implies that S is viewed as being circular. We also assume a distinguished value “null” (denoted as “0” in some of the figures) not occuring in the real data values (denoted in the code as $val) range in S.
32
33 Think of the array S[0...length_S-1] as if it were laid out with indexes increasing from left to right. The code works as follows. Initially, L points immediately to the left of R. The pointers L and R always point to the next location into which a value can be inserted. It will always be true that if there is no value immediately to the right of L (respectively, to the left of R), then the deque is in the empty state. Similarly, it will always be true that if there is a non-null value in location L (respectively, location R), then the deque is in the full state. Figure 4 shows such empty and full states. During the algorithm’s execution, the use of a DCAS guarantees that at most one processor can succeed in modifying the entry at any array location from a null to a non-null value or vice versa.
34
35 To perform a $popRight, a processor first reads R and then the deque may be empty since the location to the left of R always contains a value unless there are no items in the deque. However, the conclusion that the deque is empty can only be made based on an instantaneous view of R and S[R-1], and so the processor performs a DCAS to check if this is in fact the case (Lines 8-10). If so, the processor returns an indication that the deque is empty. If not, then either the value read in S[R-1] is no longer null or the index R has changed. In either case, the processor must loop around and start again, since there might now be an item to pop.
36
37 If S[R-1] is not null, the processor attempts to pop that item (Lines 12-20). It uses a DCAS to try to decrement the counter R and to place a null value in S[R-1], while returning (via &newR and &newS) the old value in S[R-1] and the old value of the counter R (Lines 13-15). A successful DCAS (and hence a successful $popRight operation) is depicted in Figure 5. If the DCAS succeeds, the processor returns S[R-1]. If it fails, then it needs to check what the reason for the failure was. If the reason for the DCAS failing was that R changed, then the processor must retry again (repeat the loop) since there might be items still left in the deque. If R has not changed (Line 17), then the DCAS must have failed because S[R-1] changed. If it changed to null (Line 18), then it must be that the deque is empty. This empty deque would have been the result of a competing $popLeft that “stole” the last item from the $popRight, as in Figure 6. If, on the other hand, S[R-1] was not null, since the DCAS failed it must mean that it is different than the value of S[R-1] that the processor first read (and tried to DCAS with), and so some other processor(s) must have performed a pop and a push between the read and the DCAS operation. The processor must thus loop back and try again, since there may still be items in the deque. We note that Lines 17-18 are an optimization, and one can instead loop directly back if the DCAS fails. We add this optimization to allow detecting a possible empty state without going through the loop, which in case the queue was indeed empty, would require another DCAS operation (Lines 6-10).
38
39 To perform a $popRight, a sequence similar to $popRight is performed. AS depicted in Figure 7, for a given R, the location into which an item will be pushed is the one to which R points (Line 5 in both procedures). A successful $pushRight operation into an empty deque is depicted in Figure 7, and a successful $pushRight operation into an almost-full deque appears in the bottom of Figure 8. All tests to see if a location is null are now replaced with tests to see if it is non-null (such as in Lines 6-10). Furthermore, in the final stage of
Theorem 3.1 The array based deque algorithm of Section 3 is a non-blocking linearizable implementation of a deque data structure.

4 The linked-list-based algorithm

The previous sections presented an array-based deque implementation appropriate in situations where the maximum size of the deque can be predicted in advance. In this section we present an implementation that avoids the need to limit size, by allowing dynamic memory allocation. We represent a deque as a doubly-linked list. Each node in the list contains two link pointers and a value.

```c
typedef node {
    pointer *L;
    pointer *R;
    val_or_null_or_SentL_or_SentR value;
}
```

It is assumed that there are three distinguished values (called null, sentL, and sentR) that can be stored in the value field of a node but are never requested to be pushed onto the deque. The doubly-linked list has two distinguished nodes called “sentinels.” The left sentinel is at a known fixed address SL; its L pointer is never used, and its value field always contains sentL. Similarly, the right sentinel is at a known fixed address SR with value sentR and an unused R pointer.

The basic intuition behind this implementation is that a node is always removed (as part of a popRight or popLeft operation) in two separate, atomic steps: first the node is “logically” deleted, by replacing its value with null and setting a special deleted bit to l in the sentinel to indicate the presence of a logically deleted node; second, the node is “physically” deleted by modifying pointers so that the node is no longer in the doubly-linked chain of nodes, as well as resetting the bit in the sentinel to 0. If a processor that is removing a node is suspended between these two steps, then any other process can perform the second step or otherwise work around the fact that the second step has not yet been performed.

More concretely, the deleted bit in each sentinel is represented as part of its pointer into the list. The following structure is thus maintained in a single word, by assuming sufficient pointer alignment to free one low-order bit.

```c
typedef pointer {
    node *ptr;
    boolean deleted;
}
```

Initially SR->L == SL and SL->R == SR, as in the top part of Figure 9. All push and pop procedures use an auxiliary delete procedure, which we describe last. We describe only the popRight and pushRight procedures. The popLeft and pushLeft procedures are symmetric and can be found in Figures 20 and 21.

The code for the popRight procedure appears in Figure 11. The processor begins by checking if the right sentinel is in one of the following states:

- popLeft
- popRight
- SR->R == null
- SL->L == null
- SL->L == SR
- SR->R == SL
- SL->L == SL
- SR->R == SR

Figure 6: A popRight contending with a popLeft.

Figure 7: A successful array-based pushRight.
Empty Deque

SL | SR
---|---
0 | 0
SentL | 0
SR
SL | SR
---|---
0 | 0
SentL | 0
SR
SL | SR
---|---
0 | 1
SentL | 1
SR
SL | SR
---|---
1 | 0
SentL | 0
SR
SL | SR
---|---
1 | 0
SentL | 0
SR
SL | SR
---|---
1 | 1
SentL | 1
SR

Figure 9: Four versions of an empty linked-list-based deque.

Empty Deque with a right−deleted cell

Empty Deque with a left−deleted cell

Empty Deque with two deleted cells

Figure 10: Replacing the deleted bit with a dummy node.

- it points to the left sentinel (Line 5 of the code and the top of Figure 9),
- it points to a node that has a null value (and is thus logically deleted) (Lines 6-12 of the code and the upper part of Figure 15 and the three lower parts of 9), or,
- it points to a node that has a non-null value (Lines 13-19 of the code and Figure 12).

If the next node is a sentinel (Line 5), then the deque is empty, as in the top of Figure 9, and the processor can return “empty.” If the left node is not a sentinel, it must check if the deleted bit in the right sentinel is true (Line 6). If so, the processor must call the deleteRight procedure, which will remove the null node on the right-hand side, and then retry the pop (Line 7). If the deleted bit (in the right sentinel) is false, then the processor must make sure that the node to be popped does not have a null value (Line 8), which indicates that the deque could be empty. This null node would be the result of a deleteLeft with the deleted bit true in the left sentinel, as shown in the third diagram from the top of Figure 9. The way to test for this case is to atomically check, using a DCAS operation, if there is both a null value in the node and a false deleted bit in the pointer to that node from the right sentinel (Lines 9-11). Otherwise, the deque must have been modified concurrently between the original reads and the DCAS test, so the processor should loop and try again.

```
1 val popRight() {
2     while (true) {
3         oldL = SR->L;
4         v = oldL.ptr->value;
5         if (v == "SentL") return "empty";
6         if (oldL.deleted == true) deleteRight();
7         else if (v == "null") {
8             if (DCAS(&SR->L, &oldL.ptr->value,
9                 oldL, v, oldL, v))
10                 return "empty";
11         } else {
12             newL.ptr = oldL.ptr;
13             newL.deleted = true;
14             if (DCAS(&SR->L, &oldL.ptr->value,
15                 oldL, v, newL, "null"))
16                 return v;
17         }
18     }
19 }
```

Figure 11: The linked-list-based deque - right side pop.

Finally, there is the case in which the deleted bit is false and v is not null, as depicted in Figure 12. Using a DCAS,
If the REMOVED operation modifies the non-null node to which the sentinel points, prior to Line 15, it calls (in Line 8) the delete( Lines 6-7). If so, as depicted in Figure 12, the processor checks if the right sentinel’s deleted bit is set to true (Line 4). If it is true, the next step is to determine the configuration of the deque. To this end, the processor reads oldLL, the node immediately to the left of the one to be deleted (Line 6). This node could be in one of three states: it may contain a null value, a non-null value, or the value sentL. The actions to be taken for the non-null value, as shown in the upper part of Figure 15, and for the sentL value, as shown in the upper middle part of Figure 9, are the same (Lines 6-13). The processor checks whether oldL pointed (the pointer in SR) and oldLL pointed (the pointer in the neighbor of the node to be deleted) to the same node (Line 8), the one to be deleted. If this is not the case, one must loop and try again since the deque has been modified. If they both point to the same node (Lines 9-13), then the processor uses a DCAS to attempt to redirect the pointers so that SR and oldLL point to each other, thereby deleting the non-null node pointed to by oldL. The case of the null value is somewhat different. A null value means that there are two null items in the deque, as shown in the bottom part of Figure 9. To delete both, the processor checks oldR, deleted, the deleted bit of the left sentinel, to see if the bits in both sentinels are true (Line 22). If this is the case, it attempts to point the sentinels to each other using a DCAS (Lines 23-24). In case the DCAS fails, the processor must go through the loop again, until the deletion is completed, i.e. the deleted bit is read as false.

The most interesting case occurs when the deque contains only two nodes, left and right, both logically deleted and thus containing the null value, and a deleteLeft is about to be executed concurrently with a deleteRight, as depicted in the top part of Figure 16. Assume that the processors reached this state by the following sequence of events. The deleteLeft operation started first, while the right node was still non-null. The deleteLeft then at-

---

Figure 12: Non-null node before and after being popped by a popRight.

```
1  val pushRight(val v) {
2    newL.ptr = new Node();
3    if (newL.ptr == null) return "full";
4    newL.deleted = false;
5    while (true) {
6      oldL = SR->L;
7      if (oldL.deleted == true)
8        deleteRight();
9      else {
10        newL.ptr->R.ptr = SR;
11        newL.ptr->R.deleted = false;
12        newL.ptr->L = oldL;
13        newL->value = v;
14        oldLLR.ptr = null;
15        oldLLR.deleted = false;
16        if (DCAS(SR->L, SR->L.ptr->R, oldL, oldL, newL, newL))
17          return "okay";
18      }
19    }
20  }
21 }
```

---

Figure 13: The linked-list-based deque - right side push.

The most interesting case occurs when the deque contains only two nodes, left and right, both logically deleted and thus containing the null value, and a deleteLeft is about to be executed concurrently with a deleteRight, as depicted in the top part of Figure 16. Assume that the processors reached this state by the following sequence of events. The deleteLeft operation started first, while the right node was still non-null. The deleteLeft then at-

---

Note that the popRight operation could also call the delete( procedure before returning v.
attempted to remove the left node by performing a DCAS on the left sentinel’s pointer and the right node’s L pointer. The deleteRight, which started later, detected the two null nodes and attempted to remove both, by using a DCAS to redirect the pointers of the sentinels towards each other (Lines 17-25). As can be seen at the top of Figure 16, the DCAS operations performed by deleteLeft and deleteRight overlap on the pointer in the left sentinel. If the deleteLeft executes the DCAS first, the result of the success is a deque with one null node and the deleted bit of the right sentinel still true, as shown in the bottom left of Figure 16. If, on the other hand, the deleteRight executes the DCAS first, the result is an empty deque consisting only of the two sentinels, with their deleted bits false, as in the bottom right of Figure 16.

**Theorem 4.1** The linked list based deque algorithm of Section 4 is a non-blocking linearizable implementation of a deque data structure.

```
1 deleteRight() {
2   while (true) {
3     oldL = SR->L;
4     if (oldL.deleted == false) return;
5     oldLL = oldL.ptr->L.ptr;
6     if (oldL->value != "null") {
7       oldLLR = oldLL->R;
8       if (oldL.ptr == oldLLR.ptr) {
9         newR.ptr = SR;
10        newR.deleted = false;
11        if (DCAS(&SR->L, &oldLL->R,
12                       oldL, oldLLR, oldLL, newR))
13         return;
14      }
15    }
16    else { /* there are two null items */
17      oldR = SL->R;
18      newL.ptr = SL;
19      newL.deleted = false;
20      newR.ptr = SR;
21      newR.deleted = false;
22      if (oldR.deleted)
23        if (DCAS(&SR->L, &SL->R,
24                       oldL, oldR, newL, newR))
25        return;
26    }
27  }
28 }
```

Figure 17: The linked-list-based deque - right side delete.
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A Appendix: The matching left hand side code

```java
0 val popLeft { 
1    newS = null; 
2    while (true) { 
3        oldL = L; 
4        newL = (oldL + 1) mod length_S; 
5        oldS = S[newL]; 
6        if (oldS == null) { 
7            if (oldL == L) 
8                if (DCAS(&L, &S[newL], 
9                        oldL, oldS, oldL, oldS)) 
10                return "empty"; 
11            } 
12            else { 
13                saveL = oldL; 
14                if (DCAS(&L, &S[newL], 
15                        &oldL, &oldS, newL, newS)) 
16                return oldS; 
17                else if (oldL == saveL) { 
18                    if (oldS == null) return "empty"; 
19                } 
20            } 
21        } 
22    }

Figure 18: The array based deque left-hand-side pop.
```

```java
1 val pushLeft(val v) { 
2    while (true) { 
3        oldL = L; 
4        newL = (oldL - 1) mod length_S; 
5        oldS = S[oldL]; 
6        if (oldS != null) { 
7            if (oldL == L) 
8                if (DCAS(&L, &S[oldL], 
9                        oldL, oldS, oldL, oldS)) 
10                return "full"; 
11        } 
12        else { 
13            saveL = oldL; 
14            if (DCAS(&L, &S[oldL], 
15                        &oldL, &oldS, newL, v)) 
16                return "okay"; 
17            else if (oldL == saveL) { 
18                return "full"; 
19            } 
20        } 
21    }

Figure 19: The array based deque left-hand-side push.
```
val popLeft() {
    while (true) {
        oldR = SL->R;
        v = oldL.ptr->value;
        if (v == "SentR") return "empty";
        deleteLeft();
        else if (v == "null") {
            deleteLeft();
            return "empty";
        }
        else {
            newR.ptr = oldR.ptr;
            newR.deleted = true;
            if (DCAS(&SL->R, &oldR.ptr->value, oldR, v, newR, "null")) return v;
        }
    }
}

Figure 20: The linked-list based deque - left side pop.

val pushLeft(val v) {
    newR.ptr = new Node();
    if (newR.ptr == "null") return "full";
    newR.deleted = false;
    while (true) {
        oldR = SL->R;
        if (oldR.deleted == true)
            deleteLeft();
        else if (DCAS(&SL->R, &oldR.ptr->L, oldR, oldRRL, newR, newL))
            return;
        else {
            newR.ptr = SR;
            newR.deleted = false;
            newL.ptr = SL;
            newL.deleted = false;
            if (oldL.deleted)
                    return;
            }
    }
}

Figure 21: The linked-list based deque - left side push.

deleteLeft() {
    while (true) {
        oldR = SL->R;
        if (oldR.deleted == false) return;
        oldRRL = oldR.ptr->R.ptr;
        if (oldRRL->value != "null") {
            oldRRL = oldRRL->L;
            if (DCAS(&SL->R, &oldR.ptr->L, oldR, oldRRL, newR, newL))
                return;
        }
        else { /* there are two null items */
            oldL = SR->L;
            newR.ptr = SR;
            newR.deleted = false;
            newL.ptr = SL;
            newL.deleted = false;
            if (oldL.deleted)
                    return;
        }
    }
}

Figure 22: The linked-list based deque - left side delete.

val pushLeft(val v) {
    newR.ptr = new Node();
    if (newR.ptr == "null") return "full";
    newR.deleted = false;
    while (true) {
        oldR = SL->R;
        if (oldR.deleted == true)
            deleteLeft();
        else {
            newR.ptr->L.ptr = SR;
            newR.ptr->L.delete = false;
            newR.ptr->R = oldR;
            newR->value = v;
            oldRRL = oldR.ptr->R.ptr;
            if (oldRRL->value != "null") {
                oldRRL = oldRRL->L;
                if (DCAS(&SL->R, &oldR.ptr->L, oldR, oldRRL, newR, newL))
                    return "okay";
            }
        }
    }
}

Figure 21: The linked-list based deque - left side push.